DIGITAL AUDIO INPUT MODULE

AU7001 | On-Q

FEATURES & BENEFITS

The Digital Audio Input Module provides the Digital Audio System with access to streaming digital music and services. Content is accessible from any zone within the system, or from all zones simultaneously. The AU7001 includes built-in access to Internet Radio and streaming services* (Spotify, iHeartRadio, Pandora, Napster, SiriusXM, and TuneIn), as well as networked library content. A Digital Audio System can accommodate up to four Digital Audio Input Modules.

Check out the Digital Audio mobile app.

- Provides one output of digital audio content
- Built-in access to streaming services including, Spotify, iHeartRadio, Pandora, Napster, SiriusXM, and TuneIn
- Allows streaming of networked digital content from iTunes, Windows Media Player libraries, and mobile devices
- Includes "Top 10" feature for easy access to preset listening choices
- Powered by the AU7000 Audio Distribution Module
- Convenient single bay design

*Streaming services subject to geographic availability. Service subscriptions may be required.

SPECIFICATIONS

GENERAL INFO

Cable Type: Cat 5e
Color: Gray
Footprint: Single-Bay
Size: Single Bay enclosure module
Connection Type: RJ45
Style: Enclosure Module
The Digital Audio Input Module provides the Digital Audio System with access to streaming digital music and services. Content is accessible from any zone within the system, or from all zones simultaneously. The AU7001 includes built-in access to Internet Radio and streaming services* (Spotify, iHeartRadio, Pandora, Napster, SiriusXM, and TuneIn), as well as networked library content. A Digital Audio System can accommodate up to four Digital Audio Input Modules.

- Provides one output of digital audio content
- Built-in access to streaming services including, Spotify, iHeartRadio, Pandora, Napster, SiriusXM, and TuneIn
- Allows streaming of networked digital content from iTunes, Windows Media Player libraries, and mobile devices
- Includes “Top 10” feature for easy access to preset listening choices

Powered by the AU7000 Audio Distribution Module

Convenient single bay design

*Streaming services subject to geographic availability. Service subscriptions may be required.

LISTING AGENCIES/THIRD PARTY CERTIFICATIONS

- RoHS: Yes
- FCC Standard: Yes

CONSTRUCTION INFORMATION

Installation Location: Enclosure

DIMENSIONS

- Depth (Metric): 180.98mm
- Depth (US): 7.125"
- Height (Metric): 85.73mm
- Height (US): 3.375"
- Length (Metric): 180.98mm
- Length (US): 7.125"
- Width (Metric): 111.125mm
- Width (US): 4.375"

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

- Compatible Power Supplies: 12VDC, powered by the AU7000 Digital Audio Distribution Module
- Material: Plastic and Metal
- Mounting: Single Bay enclosure module

BUY AMERICAN ACT COMPLIANCE

Country Of Origin: CHINA